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Abstract
We prove for abelian varieties a global form of Denef and Loeser’s motivic monodromy conjecture, in
arbitrary characteristic. More precisely, we prove that for every tamely ramified abelian variety A over
a complete discretely valued field with algebraically closed residue field, its motivic zeta function has
a unique pole at Chai’s base change conductor c(A) of A, and that the order of this pole equals one plus the
potential toric rank of A. Moreover, we show that for every embedding of Q in C, the value exp(2πic(A))
is an -adic tame monodromy eigenvalue of A. The main tool in the paper is Edixhoven’s filtration on the
special fiber of the Néron model of A, which measures the behavior of the Néron model under tame base
change.
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Let K be a complete discretely valued field with ring of integers R and algebraically closed
residue field k. We denote by p the characteristic exponent of k, and by N′ the set of strictly
positive integers that are prime to p. We fix a prime  = p.
Given a smooth, proper and connected K-variety X and a gauge form ω on X (i.e., a nowhere
vanishing differential form of maximal degree), one can associate to the pair (X,ω) a motivic
generating series S(X,ω;T ), as follows. For each d ∈ N′, the field K admits an extension K(d)
of degree d , which is unique up to K-isomorphism. If we put X(d) = X ×K K(d) and if we
denote by ω(d) the pull-back of ω to X(d), then the motivic generating series S(X,ω;T ) is
given by
S(X,ω;T ) =
∑
d∈N′
( ∫
X(d)
∣∣ω(d)∣∣)T d ∈ MRk T .
Here MRk denotes the modified localized Grothendieck ring of k-varieties (see Section 2.1), and∫
X(d)
∣∣ω(d)∣∣ ∈ MRk
is the motivic integral of the gauge form ω(d) on X(d). This motivic integral was defined in [22]
and can be computed on a weak Néron model of X(d) (see Proposition 2.3).
The aim of this paper is to study the series S(A,ω;T ) when A is a tamely ramified abelian
K-variety and ω is a “normalized Haar measure” on A, i.e., a gauge form that extends to a relative
gauge form on the Néron model of A. Such a normalized Haar measure always exists, and it is
unique up to multiplication with a unit in R.
We define the motivic zeta function2 of the abelian K-variety A by
ZA(T ) =
∑
d∈N′
[A(d)s]L−ordA(d)os (ω(d))T d ∈ MkT  (1.1)
where A(d) is the Néron model of A(d), and ordA(d)os (ω(d)) denotes the order of the gauge
form ω(d) on A(d) along the identity component A(d)os of the special fiber of A(d). This def-
inition does not depend on the choice of ω, since ω is unique up to a factor in R∗. The image
of ZA(T ) in MRk T  equals Ldim(A) · S(A,ω;T ).
The zeta function ZA(T ) depends on two (related) factors: the behavior of the Néron model
of A under tame base change, and the function d → ordA(d)os (ω(d)). Our analysis of both factors
heavily relies upon Edixhoven’s results in [13]. He constructs a filtration on the special fiber As
of the Néron model of A, which measures the behavior of the Néron model under tame base
change. We prove that ordA(d)os (ω(d)) can be expressed in terms of the jumps in this filtration.
We also prove that the sum of the jumps is equal to the base change conductor c(A) introduced
by Chai in [8].
2 This notion should not be confused with Kapranov’s motivic zeta function of A, which is studied, for instance, in [17].
The two are not related in any direct way.
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G(K(d)/K)-invariant part of the Weil restriction of the Néron model of A(d). This result allows
us to analyze the behavior of [A(d)s] ∈ Mk when d varies. If we denote by φA(d) the number of
connected components of A(d)s , then we have [A(d)s] = φA(d)[A(d)os ]. We show that [A(d)os ]
only depends on d modulo e, with e the degree of the minimal extension of K where A acquires
semi-abelian reduction. The behavior of φA(·) is more subtle, and interesting in its own right; we
studied it in the independent paper [16].
The first question that arises is the rationality of ZA(T ), and the nature of its poles. We prove
that ZA(T ) is rational, and belongs to the subring
Mk
[
T ,
1
1 − LaT b
]
(a,b)∈Z×Z>0, a/b=c(A)
of MkT . In particular, the series ZA(L−s) has a unique pole at s = c(A). We show that the
order of this pole equals one plus the potential toric rank of A. Our proof is valid in all charac-
teristics and does not use resolution of singularities.
A second question we consider is the relation between the pole s = c(A) and the mon-
odromy eigenvalues of A. To explain the motivation behind this question, we need some
background. Let X be a smooth connected complex variety, endowed with a dominant mor-
phism f :X → SpecC[t]. Let x be a closed point of the special fiber of f . We denote by Fx
the analytic Milnor fiber of f at x [30, §9.1]. It is a separated smooth rigid C((t))-variety,
and it serves as a non-archimedean model for the topological Milnor fibration of f at x. If
φ/dt is a so-called Gelfand–Leray form on Fx [30, 9.5] then the motivic generating series
S(Fx,φ/dt;T ) ∈ MCT  can be defined in a similar way as above. Up to normalization, it
coincides with Denef and Loeser’s motivic zeta function of f at x [25, 9.7]. Denef and Loeser’s
monodromy conjecture predicts that, if α ∈ Q is a pole of S(Fx,φ/dt;L−s), then exp(2πiα)
is a monodromy eigenvalue of f at some closed point of the special fiber of f . This conjecture
is a motivic generalization of Igusa’s monodromy conjecture, which relates certain arithmetic
properties of polynomials g in Z[x1, . . . , xn] (namely, the asymptotic behavior of the number of
solutions of the congruence g ≡ 0 modulo powers of a prime q) to the structure of the singulari-
ties of the complex hypersurface defined by g. Both conjectures have been solved, for instance,
in the case n = 2 [21,36], but the general case remains wide open.
We will formulate a global form of Denef and Loeser’s conjecture, and prove it for abelian
varieties. Denote by τ(c(A)) the order of c(A) in the group Q/Z, and by Φτ(c(A))(t) the cy-
clotomic polynomial whose roots are the primitive roots of unity of order τ(c(A)). Let σ be
a topological generator of the tame monodromy group G(Kt/K). We give a formula for the
characteristic polynomial of the action of σ on the Tate module of A, in terms of the jumps in
Edixhoven’s filtration. We also prove that Φτ(c(A))(t) divides the characteristic polynomial of σ
on Hg(A×K Kt ,Q), with g the dimension of A. This implies that, for every embedding of Q
in C, the value exp(2πic(A)) is an eigenvalue of σ on Hg(A×K Kt ,Q). Since s = c(A) is the
only pole of ZA(L−s), this yields a global form of Denef and Loeser’s monodromy conjecture
for abelian varieties.
Although the main results in this paper concern abelian varieties, we develop a large part of
the theory in greater generality, in order to include the case of semi-abelian varieties. It would be
interesting to know if the monodromy conjecture holds also for tamely ramified semi-abelian va-
rieties. The case of algebraic tori is treated in the separate paper [28]. These results are extended
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ing Theorem 8.6. The assumption that A is tamely ramified is crucial for our arguments; it is a
challenging problem to adapt our results to wildly ramified (semi-)abelian varieties.
Of course, we hope that our proofs and results will also lead to new insights into the local
case of the monodromy conjecture. In this respect, it is intriguing that the Greenberg schemes
appearing in the construction of Edixhoven’s filtration also play a fundamental role in the theory
of motivic integration and (local) zeta functions [30].
To conclude this introduction, we give a survey of the structure of the paper. Section 2 gathers
some preliminaries on motivic integration and motivic generating series. In Definition 2.6, we
formulate a global version of Denef and Loeser’s monodromy conjecture.
Section 3 deals with Néron models of smooth commutative algebraic K-groups G. The Néron
models we consider are the maximal quasi-compact open subgroups of the locally of finite type
Néron model Glft of G. The proof of their existence boils down to showing that the compo-
nent group of Glfts is finitely generated (Proposition 3.5). We characterize the Néron model by
a universal property in Definition 3.6.
Section 4 contains the basic results on jumps, the base change conductor, and the rela-
tion between them. In Section 4.1 we extend Edixhoven’s results in [13] to arbitrary smooth
commutative algebraic K-groups that admit a Néron model, and in particular to semi-abelian va-
rieties. Section 4.2 briefly reviews Chai’s elementary divisors and base change conductor for
semi-abelian K-varieties, and in Section 4.3 we show that for tamely ramified semi-abelian
K-varieties, the jumps and the elementary divisors are equivalent (Corollary 4.18).
In Section 5 we study the relation between jumps and monodromy eigenvalues for tamely
ramified abelian K-varieties A. Theorem 5.5 computes the characteristic polynomial of the tame
monodromy operator σ on the Tate module TA in terms of the jumps of A. In Corollary 5.15,
we prove that c(A) corresponds to a monodromy eigenvalue on Hg(A×K Kt ,Q) as explained
above.
Section 6 deals with the behavior of A(d)os when d varies over N′. In Section 7 we express
ordA(d)os (ω(d)) in terms of the jumps of A. In Section 8, we define the motivic zeta function of
a semi-abelian K-variety, and we prove the global monodromy conjecture for tamely ramified
abelian varieties (Theorem 8.6).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation
We denote by R a discrete valuation ring, by K its quotient field, and by k its residue field.
Additional conditions on R and k will be indicated at the beginning of each section. If R has
equal characteristic, then we fix a k-algebra structure on the completion R̂ such that the compo-
sition k → R̂ → k is the identity. We denote by p the characteristic exponent of k, and we fix a
uniformizer π in R. We fix a π -adic absolute value | · | on K by choosing a value |π | in ]0,1[.
We denote by N′ the set of strictly positive integers that are prime to p, and we fix a prime  = p.
We fix a separable closure Ks of K , and we denote by Kt the tame closure of K in Ks .
We say that a morphism of discrete valuation rings R → R′ is unramified if it is a flat local
morphism, π is a uniformizer in R′, and the extension of residue fields R/(π) → R′/(π) is
separable. In that case, we call R′ an unramified extension of R. We do not impose any finiteness
condition on R′.
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line A1k in K0(Vark), and by Mk the localization of K0(Vark) w.r.t. L. See for instance [33]. We
denote by
χtop :Mk → Z
the unique ring morphism that sends the class [X] of every k-variety X to the -adic Euler
characteristic χtop(X) of X [33, 4.3]. This morphism is independent of .
We define a ring MRk as follows. If R has equal characteristic, then we put MRk = Mk . If R
has mixed characteristic, then we define MRk as the quotient of Mk by the ideal generated by
the elements of the form [X] − [Y ] where X and Y are separated k-schemes of finite type such
that there exists a finite surjective purely inseparable k-morphism Y → X. This quotient is the
so-called modified localized Grothendieck ring of k-varieties from [33, §3.8].
For every scheme S, we denote by (Sch/S) the category of S-schemes. If A is a commutative
ring, then we write (Sch/A) instead of (Sch/SpecA). We denote by
(·)K : (Sch/R) → (Sch/K) :X → XK = X ×R K
the generic fiber functor, and by
(·)s : (Sch/R) → (Sch/k) :X → Xs = X ×R k
the special fiber functor. For every R-scheme X and every section ψ in X(R), we denote by
ψ(0) the image in Xs of the closed point of SpecR.
For every scheme S and every group S-scheme G, we denote by eG ∈ G(S) the unit section,
and we put ωG/S = e∗GΩ1G/S . If F is a field, then an algebraic F -group is a group F -scheme of
finite type. We call a semi-abelian K-variety tamely ramified if it acquires semi-abelian reduction
on a finite tame extension of K .
For every real number x we denote by 	x
 the unique integer in ]x − 1, x] and by x the
unique integer in [x, x + 1[. We put [x] = x − 	x
 ∈ [0,1[. We denote by
τ :Q → Z>0
the map that sends a rational number a to its order τ(a) in the quotient group Q/Z. For each
i ∈ Z>0, we denote by Φi(t) ∈ Z[t] the cyclotomic polynomial whose zeroes are the primitive
i-th roots of unity.
If K is strictly Henselian, then we adopt the following notations. We fix a topological genera-
tor σ of the tame monodromy group G(Kt/K). For each d ∈ N′ we denote by K(d) the unique
degree d extension of K in Kt , and by R(d) the normalization of R in K(d). For every algebraic
K-variety X we put X(d) = X×K K(d). For every differential form ω on X we denote by ω(d)
the pull-back of ω to X(d).
Finally, assume that R is complete. We call a formal R-scheme Y stft if it is separated and
topologically of finite type over R. We denote by Ys its special fiber (a separated k-scheme
of finite type) and by Yη its generic fiber (a separated quasi-compact rigid K-variety). If k is
separably closed, X is a rigid K-variety and ω a differential form on X, then X(d) and ω(d) are
defined as in the algebraic case. We denote by (·)an the rigid analytic GAGA functor.
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Let X be a smooth R-scheme of pure relative dimension g, and let ω be a gauge form on XK ,
i.e., a nowhere vanishing differential g-form on XK . Let C be a connected component of Xs , and
denote by ηC the generic point of C. Then OX,ηC is a discrete valuation ring, whose maximal
ideal is generated by π . Let ψ be a section in X(R). Recall the following definitions.
Definition 2.1 (Order of a gauge form). Choose an element α in N such that παω belongs to the
image of the natural injection
Ω
g
X/R(X) → ΩgXK/K(XK).
We denote by ω′ the unique inverse image of παω in ΩgX/R(X).
The order of ω along C is defined by
ordC(ω) = lengthOX,ηC
((
Ω
g
X/R
)
ηC
/OX,ηC ·ω′
)− α.
The order of ω at ψ is defined by
ord(ω)(ψ) = lengthR ψ∗
(
Ω
g
X/R/OX ·ω′
)− α.
These definitions are independent of the choices of π and α.
Note that ordC(ω) and ord(ω)(ψ) are finite, since ω is a gauge form.
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a smooth R-scheme of pure relative dimension, C a connected com-
ponent of Xs , and ψ a section in X(R) such that ψ(0) ∈ C. For every gauge form ω on XK , we
have
ordC(ω) = ord(ω)(ψ).
Proof. This property follows immediately from its formal counterpart [25, 5.10] and can easily
be proven directly by similar arguments. 
Now assume that R is complete. If X is a smooth stft formal R-scheme, then the order of a
gauge form φ on Xη along a connected component C of the special fiber Xs is defined similarly to
the algebraic case; see [7, 4.3]. If X is the formal π -adic completion of X, and φ is the restriction
to Xη of the rigid analytification ωan on (XK)an, then we have
ordC(ω) = ordC(φ).
2.3. Motivic integration on rigid varieties
Assume that K is complete and that k is perfect. Let X be a separated smooth quasi-compact
rigid K-variety of pure dimension, and let ω be a gauge form on X. The motivic integral∫
|ω| ∈ MRk
X
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nition. The result is merely slightly stronger than [22, 4.3.1], but the difference is important
for the applications in this paper. Recall that a weak Néron model for X is a smooth stft for-
mal R-scheme U endowed with an open immersion of rigid K-varieties i :Uη → X such that
i(K ′) :Uη(K ′) → X(K ′) is bijective for every finite unramified extension K ′ of K [7, 1.3]. Such
a weak Néron model always exists, by [7, 3.3].
Proposition 2.3. For every weak Néron model (U, i) of X, we have∫
X
|ω| = L−dim(X)
∑
C∈π0(Us )
[C]L−ordC(i∗ω) ∈ MRk (2.1)
where π0(Us) denotes the set of connected components of Us . In particular, the right-hand side
of (2.1) does not depend on U.
Proof. This is almost the statement of [22, 4.3.1], except that there the additional condition was
imposed that U is an open formal subscheme of a formal model of X. Let us explain why it can
be omitted. By [22, 4.3.1], the right-hand side of (2.1) equals ∫Uη |i∗ω|. Hence, it suffices to show
that ∫
Uη
∣∣i∗ω∣∣= ∫
X
|ω|.
This follows from [32, 5.9]. 
Remark. In [22], the motivic invariant of a gauge form on a separated smooth quasi-compact
rigid K-variety was defined as an element in Mk . It is explained in [34, §2.4] that, when R has
mixed characteristic, the motivic integral is only well defined in the quotient MRk of Mk .
If X does not have pure dimension, then by a gauge form ω on X, we mean the datum of a
gauge form ωY on each connected component Y of X. The motivic integral of ω on X is then
defined by ∫
X
|ω| =
∑
Y∈π0(X)
∫
Y
|ωY | ∈ MRk .
2.4. Motivic generating series
Assume that R is complete and that k has characteristic zero. Let X be a separated smooth
quasi-compact rigid K-variety, and ω a gauge form on X. We denote by S(X,ω;T ) the motivic
generating series
S(X,ω;T ) ∈ MkT 
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choice if k is algebraically closed [25, 4.10]. In fact, if k is algebraically closed, then
S(X,ω;T ) =
∑
d>0
( ∫
X(d)
∣∣ω(d)∣∣)T d ∈ MkT .
In any case, the series S(X,ω;T ) can be computed explicitly on a regular stft formal R-model
X of X whose special fiber Xs is a divisor with strict normal crossings [30, 7.7]. Such a
model always exists, by embedded resolution of singularities for generically smooth stft for-
mal R-schemes [40, 3.4.1]. The explicit expression for the motivic generating series S(X,ω;T )
shows in particular that S(X,ω;T ) is rational and belongs to the subring
Mk
[
LaT b
1 −LaT b
]
(a,b)∈Z×Z>0
of MkT .
2.5. The monodromy conjecture
In this section we assume that k has characteristic zero and that R is complete.
2.5.1. The local case
If X is a regular stft formal R-scheme, then its motivic Weil generating series
S(X;T ) ∈ MXs T 
was defined in [25, 7.33]. Here MXs is the localized Grothendieck ring of MXs -varieties;
see [33, 3.1]. The image of S(X;T ) under the forgetful morphism
MXs T  → MkT 
equals S(Xη,ω;T ), with ω a so-called Gelfand–Leray form on Xη [25, 7.21].
Conjecture 2.4 (Local Motivic Monodromy Conjecture). If X is a regular stft formal R-scheme,
then there exists a finite subset S of Z ×Z>0 such that
S(X;T ) ∈ MXs
[
T ,
1
1 − LaT b
]
(a,b)∈S
and such that for each (a, b) ∈ S , the cyclotomic polynomial Φτ(a/b)(t) divides the characteristic
polynomial of σ on RiψX(Q)x , for some i ∈ Z0 and some geometric closed point x of Xs .
Here ψX denotes the nearby cycle functor on the formal R-scheme X (called vanishing cycle
functor in [4,5]). In particular, Conjecture 2.4 implies that for each pole α of S(X;L−s) and for
every embedding Q ↪→ C, the value exp(2πiα) is an eigenvalue of the monodromy action of σ
on RiψX(Q)x , for some i ∈ Z0 and some geometric closed point x of Xs . By the comparison
result in [25, 9.6], Conjecture 2.4 implies the following conjecture of Denef and Loeser’s, which
at its turn generalizes Igusa’s monodromy conjecture for p-adic zeta functions [11, §2.4].
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and let X be a smooth and irreducible k-variety endowed with a dominant morphism f :X → A1k .
Denote by Xs the special fiber of f and by
Zf (T ) ∈ MXs T 
the motivic zeta function associated to f [12, 3.2.1]. Then there exists a finite subset S of Z×Z>0
such that
Zf (T ) ∈ MXs
[
T ,
1
1 −LaT b
]
(a,b)∈S
and such that for each (a, b) ∈ S , the value exp(2πia/b) is an eigenvalue of monodromy on
Riψf (Q)x for some i ∈ Z0 and some x ∈ Xs(C). Here Rψf (Q) ∈ Dbc (Xs(C),Q) denotes the
complex-analytic nearby cycles complex of f .
We refer to [10,26,31] for an introduction to the p-adic and motivic monodromy conjecture.
Remark. To be precise, Denef and Loeser’s conjecture is a bit stronger than Conjecture 2.5,
because it is stated for the “monodromic” motivic zeta function which carries an additional action
of the pro-k-group μ̂ of roots of unity [12, 3.2.1]. The zeta function Zf (T ) in Conjecture 2.5 is
the image of this monodromic zeta function under the forgetful morphism
Mμ̂Xs T  → MXs T .
2.5.2. The global case
The following definition formulates a global version of the motivic monodromy conjecture.
Definition 2.6. Let X be a smooth, proper, geometrically connected K-variety, and assume that
X admits a gauge form ω. We say that X satisfies the Global Monodromy Property (GMP) if
there exists a finite subset S of Z× Z>0 such that
S(X,ω,T ) ∈ Mk
[
T ,
1
1 −LaT b
]
(a,b)∈S
and such that for each (a, b) ∈ S , the cyclotomic polynomial Φτ(a/b)(t) divides the characteristic
polynomial of σ on Hi(X ×K Ks,Q) for some i ∈ N.
Note that the property (GMP) only depends on X, and not on ω, since we have
S(X,u ·ω;T ) = S(X,ω;L−vK(u)T ) ∈ MkT 
for all u ∈ K∗, where vK denotes the discrete valuation on K∗.
Question 2.7. Is there a natural condition on X that guarantees that X satisfies the Global Mon-
odromy Property (GMP)?
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the Global Monodromy Property. Moreover, we will show that this result extends to tamely
ramified abelian varieties in mixed and positive characteristic. Our proof does not use resolution
of singularities.
3. Néron models
Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group. Recall from [6, 10.1.1] that a Néron
lft-model for G is a smooth and separated R-model Glft of G such that the Néron mapping prop-
erty holds. The Néron mapping property says that, for every smooth R-scheme Y and every
K-morphism uK :YK → G, there is a unique R-morphism u :Y → Glft extending uK . This uni-
versal property immediately implies that, if a Néron lft-model Glft exists, then it is unique up to
unique isomorphism, and the group law on G extends uniquely to a commutative group law on
the R-scheme Glft.
It is shown in [6, 10.2.2] that G admits a Néron lft-model if and only if G ×K K̂ does not
contain a subgroup of type Ga,K̂ , where we denote by K̂ the completion of K . In particular, every
semi-abelian K-variety A admits a Néron lft-model over R. In general, a Néron lft-model will
not be quasi-compact. This creates some problems when attempting to define the motivic zeta
function for semi-abelian varieties: the Grothendieck ring of k-schemes locally of finite type is
trivial because we can take infinite disjoint unions of such objects.
Instead, given a smooth commutative algebraic K-group G, one can ask if there exists a
model G of G in the category (G r/R) of smooth separated group R-schemes of finite type such
that the Néron mapping property holds in (G r/R). If such G exists, it is unique up to unique
isomorphism, and we call G the Néron model of G. We refer to Definition 3.6 for a precise
formulation. If the Néron lft-model of G is quasi-compact (for instance, if G is an abelian variety)
then the Néron model of G is canonically isomorphic to the Néron lft-model of G.
The key result in this section is Proposition 3.7, which asserts the existence of a Néron model
for every smooth commutative algebraic K-group that admits a Néron lft-model Glft. As an auxil-
iary result, we show that the group scheme of connected components of Glfts is finitely generated.
The proofs of these results are rather technical. As they are not used elsewhere in this paper, the
reader who is willing to accept Proposition 3.7 may skip the remainder of this section at a first
reading.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group. Then G admits a Néron
lft-model Glft iff Go admits a Néron lft-model Hlft . We denote by f the unique morphism
Hlft → Glft of group R-schemes extending the open immersion Go → G. The morphism f
is an open and closed immersion. If R is strictly Henselian, then the morphism of constant
groups π0(fs) :π0(Hlfts ) → π0(Glfts ) is an injection whose cokernel is canonically isomorphic
to G(K)/Go(K).
Proof. It is clear from the definition that G admits a Néron lft-model iff Go does, and that the
formation of Néron lft-models commutes with finite disjoint unions, so that f is an open and
closed immersion. If C is a connected component of G without K-point, then C is a Néron
lft-model of itself, with empty special fiber. The connected components of G with K-point form
a constant subgroup scheme of π0(G), which is canonically isomorphic to G(K)/Go(K). For
any connected component C of Glfts , there exists a unique connected component C′ of G such
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C → C′ defines a surjection π0(Glfts ) → G(K)/Go(K) whose kernel is precisely π0(Hlfts ). 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that K is Henselian. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group,
and let K ′ be a finite separable extension of K . Then G admits a Néron lft-model iff G ×K K ′
admits a Néron lft-model.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume that G is connected. By [6, 10.2.2] it suffices to show that
G×K K̂ admits a subgroup of type Ga,K̂ iff G×K K̂ ′ admits a subgroup of type Ga,K̂ ′ . The “only
if ” part is obvious, so let us prove the “if ” part. Since K̂ ′ is a finite separable extension of K̂ ,
we may assume that K is complete. Assume that G does not admit a subgroup of type Ga,K .
Let T be the maximal torus in G, and put H = G/T . It is shown in the proof of [6, 10.2.2]
that H ×K K ′ does not admit a subgroup of type Ga,K ′ . Assume that G ×K K ′ has a subgroup
isomorphic to Ga,K ′ . Then the restriction of f :G ×K K ′ → H ×K K ′ to Ga,K ′ must have a
non-trivial kernel U , which is contained in ker(f ) = T ×K K ′. But U is unipotent, and there
are no non-trivial morphisms of group K ′-schemes U → T ×K K ′ [2, XVII.2.4], so we arrive at
a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.3. Assume that K is Henselian. Let K ′ be a finite separable extension of K , and
denote by R′ the normalization of R in K ′. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group
that admits a Néron lft-model Glft , and denote by (G′)lft a Néron lft-model of G′ = G ×K K ′.
Consider the unique morphism of group R′-schemes
f :Glft ×R R′ →
(G′)lft
that extends the canonical isomorphism between the generic fibers. This morphism f is of finite
type.
Proof. Consider the morphism of group R-schemes
g :Glft → W :=
∏
R′/R
(G′)lft
obtained from f by adjunction, and denote by H the schematic closure of GK in WK . It is
a closed subgroup scheme of W . Since Glft is flat, the morphism g factors through a morphism
of group R-schemes g′ :Glft → H. By [6, 10.1.4], this is the canonical group smoothening of H.
In particular, it is of finite type. This implies that f is of finite type, since it is the composition of
g ×R R′ with the tautological morphism of finite type W ×R R′ → (G′)lft. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a connected smooth commutative algebraic K-group that admits a
Néron lft-model Glft . Assume that the maximal torus T in G is split. Then the component group
π0(Glfts ×k ks) is finitely generated.
Proof. Since the formation of Néron lft-models commutes with unramified base change [6,
10.1.3] we may assume that K is complete and strictly Henselian. Denote the Néron lft-model
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finite type over R, by the proof of [6, 10.2.2]. By the proof of [6, 10.1.7], the sequence
π0
(T lfts )→ π0(Glfts )→ π0(Hlfts )→ 1
is exact. Since π0(T lfts ) is a free Z-module whose rank is equal to the dimension of T and π0(Hlfts )
is finite, we see that π0(Glfts ) is finitely generated. 
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group, and assume that G ad-
mits a Néron lft-model Glft . Then the component group π0(Glfts ×k ks) is finitely generated. In
particular, its torsion part is finite.
Proof. Since the formation of Néron lft-models commutes with unramified base change [6,
10.1.3] we may assume that K is strictly Henselian. We may also assume that G is connected,
by Lemma 3.1. Let T be the maximal torus in G. Let K ′ be a finite separable extension of K
such that T splits over K ′. Denote by R′ the normalization of R in K ′. By Lemma 3.2, G×K K ′
admits a Néron lft-model (G′)lft. By Lemma 3.4, the component group π0((G′)lfts ) is finitely gen-
erated. By Lemma 3.3, the natural morphism of group R′-schemes
f :Glft ×R R′ →
(G′)lft
is of finite type, so that the induced morphism of component groups
π0
(Glfts )→ π0((G′)lfts )
has finite kernel. Hence, π0(Glfts ) is finitely generated. 
Definition 3.6. For every commutative ring S, we denote by (G r/S) the category of smooth
separated group S-schemes of finite type. We denote by (Groups) the category of groups.
Let G be a smooth algebraic K-group. If the functor
NMG : (G r/R) → (Groups) :H → Hom(G r/K)(HK,G)
is representable by an object G of (G r/R) such that the tautological morphism GK → G is an
isomorphism, then we call G the Néron model of G. We denote by ΦG the group k-scheme of
connected components π0(Gs), and we denote its rank by φ(G).
If G admits a Néron model in the sense of [6] (i.e., if its Néron lft-model exists and is quasi-
compact) then this Néron model represents the functor NMG, so that our definition includes the
one in [6].
Proposition 3.7. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group, and assume that G has
a Néron lft-model Glft . Then G has a Néron model G. The canonical isomorphism of group
K-schemes GK ∼= G extends uniquely to a morphism of group R-schemes
ϕ :G → Glft.
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group scheme of Glft . The group k-scheme ΦG is the torsion part of π0(Glfts ).
Proof. Denote by G the union of the generic fiber G of Glft with all connected components C of
the special fiber Glfts such that C defines a torsion point of π0(Glfts ). Then G is an open subgroup
scheme of Glft. Moreover, since π0(Glfts ×k ks) has finite torsion part by Proposition 3.5, G is
quasi-compact and hence of finite type over R. It is clear that G is the largest quasi-compact
open subgroup scheme of Glft.
Now we show that G represents the functor NMG. Let H be a smooth group scheme of finite
type over R, and consider a morphism of group K-schemes HK → G. By the universal property
of the Néron lft-model, this morphism extends uniquely to a morphism of group R-schemes
h :H → Glft. Since H is quasi-compact, the image of π0(Hs ×k ks) in π0(Glfts ×k ks) is a finite
subgroup of π0(Glfts ×k ks). Hence, the image of h is contained in G. 
Corollary 3.8. If A is a semi-abelian K-variety, then A admits a Néron model.
Definition 3.9. Assume that K is complete. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group
that admits a Néron model G. We define the bounded part Gb of G as the generic fiber of the
formal π -adic completion of G. It is a separated, smooth, quasi-compact open rigid subgroup of
the rigid analytification Gan of G.
Proposition 3.10. Assume that R is excellent. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic
K-group. Then G admits a Néron model iff G admits a Néron lft-model.
Proof. If G admits a Néron lft-model, then G admits a Néron model by Proposition 3.7. Con-
versely, assume that G admits a Néron model G. By [6, 10.2.2] it is enough to show that G does
not contain a subgroup of type Ga,K = SpecK[ξ ].
Suppose that G admits a subgroup of type Ga,K . Since any subgroup scheme of G is
closed [1, VIB 1.4.2], the set
B = G(R)∩ Ga,K(K) ⊂ Ga,K(K)
is bounded in Ga,K in the sense of [6, 1.1.2]. Therefore, B is contained in a closed disc in
Ga,K(K) defined by |ξ | |π |−N for some N ∈ N.
Now consider the smooth group R-scheme of finite type
H = Ga,R = SpecR[ζ ]
and the morphism of group K-schemes
h :HK → Ga,K : ξ → π−(N+1)ζ.
By the universal property of the Néron model, the induced morphism HK → G extends to an
R-morphism H → G. This is a contradiction, since the point x of HK(K) defined by the ideal
(ζ −1) belongs to H(R), while it is mapped to the point (ξ −π−(N+1)) in Ga,K(K), which does
not belong to B . 
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by L the quotient field of S. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group. If G admits a
Néron lft-model Glft , and G is a Néron model of G, then G ×R S is a Néron model for G×K L.
Proof. By [6, 10.1.3], Glft ×R S is a Néron lft-model for G ×K L. Since the torsion part of
π0(Glfts ) is stable under the base change k → S/(π), it follows from Proposition 3.7 that G ×R S
is a Néron model of G×K L. 
Proposition 3.12. Assume that R is excellent. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic
K-group, and assume that G has a Néron model G. Let R → S be an unramified morphism
of discrete valuation rings and denote by L the quotient field of S. Then G(S) ⊂ G(L) is the
unique maximal subgroup of G(L) that is bounded in G in the sense of [6, 1.1.2].
Proof. By Propositions 3.10 and 3.11, and [6, 1.1.5], we may assume that R = S. The group
G(R) is bounded in G by [6, 1.1.7]. Conversely, let x be a point of G(K) and assume that x
belongs to a subgroup of G(K) that is bounded in G. Then the subgroup 〈x〉 of G(K) generated
by x is bounded in G. We will show that x ∈ G(R). By Proposition 3.10, G has a Néron lft-
model Glft. The point x extends uniquely to a section ψ in Glft(R), and it suffices to show that
ψs is contained in Gs(k) ⊂ Glfts (k).
Since 〈x〉 is bounded in G, there exists a smooth quasi-compact R-model X of G such that the
image of the natural map X(R) → G(K) contains 〈x〉, by [6, 1.1.8 and 3.5.2]. By the universal
property of the Néron lft-model, there exists a unique R-morphism h :X → Glft extending the
isomorphism XK ∼= G. Since X is quasi-compact, the morphism hs factors through a finite union
of connected components of Glfts . On the other hand, the image of hs(k) :Xs(k) → Glfts (k) con-
tains the subgroup of Glfts (k) generated by ψs , so the connected component of Glfts containing ψs
is torsion in π0(Glfts ), and we have ψs ∈ Gs(k) by Proposition 3.7. 
In particular, if K is complete, then Gb(K ′) is the maximal bounded subgroup of G(K ′), for
every finite unramified extension K ′ of K .
Remark. We do not know if the condition that R is excellent is necessary in Propositions 3.10
and 3.12. If Proposition 3.11 holds without the condition that G admits a Néron lft-model, i.e., if
Néron models always commute with unramified base change, then the excellence condition can
be omitted in Propositions 3.10 and 3.12, since it follows from [6, 10.2.2] that G admits a Néron
lft-model iff G×K K̂ admits one.
4. Edixhoven’s filtration and Chai’s base change conductor
In this section, we assume that K is strictly Henselian. In [13], Edixhoven constructed a
filtration on the special fiber of the Néron model of an abelian K-variety, which measures the
behavior of the Néron model under finite tame extensions of K . This construction generalizes
without additional effort to the class of smooth and commutative algebraic K-groups G such
that G ×K K ′ admits a Néron model for all finite tame extensions K ′ of K , and in particular to
the class of semi-abelian K-varieties. The construction is explained in Section 4.1, rephrased in
the language of Greenberg schemes. Most of the results in Section 4.1 were stated (for abelian
varieties) in [13], but many proofs were omitted. Since these results are vital for the applications
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we found it worthwhile to supply detailed proofs here if they were not given in [13]. If G is
a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, then we relate Edixhoven’s filtration to Chai’s base
change conductor [8] in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1. Edixhoven’s filtration
Let K ′ be a tame finite extension of K of degree d , and denote by R′ the normalization of R
in K ′. For each integer n > 0, we put R′n = R′/(M′)n, where M′ is the maximal ideal of R′. We
put R′0 = {0}, the trivial R′-module. If 1  n  d , then R′n carries a natural k-algebra structure
k ∼= R/M→ R′/(M′)n.
Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group such that G′ = G×K K ′ admits a Néron
model G′. We denote by X the Weil restriction ∏R′/R G′ of G′ to R. By [6, 7.6.4] it is rep-
resentable by a group R-scheme, since R′ is finite and flat over R and G′ is quasi-projective
over R′ [6, 6.4.1]. The R-scheme X is separated, smooth, and of finite type over R [6, 7.6.5].
The extension K ′/K is Galois. We denote its Galois group by μ, and we let μ act on K ′
from the left. The action of ζ ∈ μ on M′/(M′)2 is multiplication by ζ ′, for some ζ ′ ∈ k, and
the map ζ → ζ ′ is an isomorphism between μ and the group μd(k) of d-th roots of unity in k.
By the universal property of the Néron model, the right μ-action on G′ extends uniquely to a
μ-action on the scheme G′ such that the structural morphism G′ → SpecR′ is μ-equivariant. As
in [13, 2.4], this action induces a right μ-action on X.
The fixed point functor (·)μ from the category of schemes with right μ-action to the category
of schemes is right adjoint to the functor endowing a scheme with the trivial μ-action. We refer
to [13, 3.1] for its basic properties.
We have a tautological morphism of K-groups
G → XK ∼=
∏
K ′/K
G′.
By Galois descent, it factors through an isomorphism
G → (XK)μ ∼=
(
Xμ
)
K
.
Proposition 4.1. The R-scheme Xμ is a Néron model for G.
Proof. By [13, 3.4] the group R-scheme Xμ is smooth. Let H be any smooth group R-scheme
of finite type, and let
f :HK →
(
Xμ
)
K
be a morphism of group K-schemes. Then f corresponds to a μ-equivariant K ′-morphism
f :H ×R K ′ → G′ where μ acts on H ×R K ′ via the Galois action on K ′. By the univer-
sal property of the Néron model, f extends to a μ-equivariant morphism of group R′-schemes
f ′ :H ×R R′ → G′, which yields a morphism g :H → X. If we let μ act trivially on H , then g
is μ-equivariant, so that g factors through a morphism of group R-schemes g :H → Xμ extend-
ing f . 
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Greeni (Y ) =
∏
R′i /k
(
Y ×R′ R′i
)
.
For j  i in {1, . . . , d} the truncation morphism R′j → R′i induces a morphism of k-schemes
θ
j
i : Greenj (Y ) → Greeni (Y ).
Since SpecR′i → Speck is universally bijective, the proof of [6, 7.6.4] shows that Greeni (Y ) is
indeed representable by a k-scheme. The functor Greeni (·) is compatible with open immersions.
Note that the k-scheme Greeni (G′) inherits a group structure from G′, as well as a right μ-action.
The truncation morphisms θji are μ-equivariant morphisms of group k-schemes.
Remark. If k is perfect or R has equal characteristic, then by [32, 4.1], Greeni (G′) is canonically
isomorphic to the Greenberg scheme GrR′i−1(G′) of G′ (mind the shift of index in our notation R′i
w.r.t. [32]).
Definition 4.3. For i ∈ {1, . . . , d} we define F iXs as the kernel of
θdi :Xs
∼= Greend
(G′)→ Greeni(G′).
This defines a decreasing filtration
Xs =: F 0Xs ⊃ F 1Xs ⊃ · · · ⊃ FdXs = 0
by subgroup k-schemes that are stable under the μ-action.
For i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}, we denote by Gri Xs the group k-scheme F iXs/F i+1Xs . It inherits a
μ-action from F iXs .
Proposition 4.4. Denote by m the dimension of G. There exists a Zariski cover U of G′ such that
for each member U of U and each pair of integers j  i in {1, . . . , d}, the truncation morphism
θ
j
i : Greenj (U) → Greeni (U)
is a trivial fibration whose fiber is isomorphic (as a k-scheme) to A(j−i)mk .
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , d −1}, the kernel of θi+1i is canonically isomorphic to Gri Xs . Moreover,
the group k-scheme Gr0 Xs is canonically isomorphic to G′s .
Proof. The fact that θji is a trivial fibration with fiber A
(j−i)m
k above the members of a Zariski
cover of G′ can be proven exactly as in the case where k is perfect [38, 3.4.2]. For the second
part of the statement, consider the short exact sequence of group k-schemes
0 F iXs Xs = Greend
(G′) θdi Greeni(G′) 0.
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0 Gri Xs Xs/F i+1Xs
θdi Greeni
(G′) 0.
However, by the first exact sequence (with i replaced by i+1) we see that there exists a canonical
isomorphism Xs/F i+1Xs ∼= Greeni+1(G′) identifying θdi with θi+1i . Considering the short exact
sequence
0 F 1Xs Xs
θd1 Green1
(G′)∼= G′s 0
we see that Gr0 Xs ∼= G′s . 
Proposition 4.5. For each 0 < i < d , there exists a canonical μ-equivariant isomorphism of
group k-schemes
Gri Xs ∼= Lie
(G′s)⊗k (M′/(M′)2)⊗i
where we view the right-hand side as a vector group k-scheme, and where the right action of μ
on (M′/(M′)2)⊗i is the inverse of the left Galois action. In particular, F iXs is unipotent, smooth
and connected for 0 < i < d .
Proof. The proof of [13, §5.1] carries over without changes. If k is perfect or R has equal char-
acteristic, see also [14, §2]. 
Definition 4.6. We define a decreasing filtration on Gs by subgroup k-schemes
Gs = F 0d Gs ⊃ F 1d Gs ⊃ · · · ⊃ Fdd Gs = 0
by putting F idGs = (F iXs)μ. For each i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}, we put
Grid Gs = F idGs/F i+1d Gs .
Note that we indeed have Gs = (F 0Xs)μ = (Xs)μ by Proposition 4.1. It follows immediately
from the definition that F idGs is the kernel of the truncation morphism
Gs ∼= (Xs)μ → Greeni
(G′)
for i = 1, . . . , d . Observe that, since the extension K ′ of K of degree d ∈ N′ is uniquely deter-
mined by d up to K-automorphism, the filtration F •d Gs only depends on d and not on K ′.
Lemma 4.7. For each i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1} there is a canonical isomorphism
Grid Gs ∼=
(
Gri Xs
)μ
.
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0 → F i+1Xs → F iXs → Gri Xs → 0
remains exact after applying the fixed point functor (·)μ, for each i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}.
Left exactness is clear. It remains to show that (F iXs)μ → (Gri Xs)μ is a surjection of fpqc
sheaves. For any commutative group k-scheme H , we denote by dH :H → H the multiplication
by d . By Proposition 4.5, F i+1Xs is unipotent, so since d is invertible in k, multiplication by d
is an automorphism on F i+1Xs . We denote its inverse by (d−1)F i+1Xs .
For any commutative group k-scheme Z endowed with a right μ-action, consider the mor-
phism NZ :Z → Zμ defined by
NZ(S) :Z(S) → Zμ(S) : s →
∑
ζ∈μ
s ∗ ζ
for all k-schemes S. If we denote by ιZ the tautological closed immersion Zμ → Z, then
NZ ◦ ιZ = dZμ .
Let S be a k-scheme, and c a section in (Gri Xs)μ(S). Choose an fpqc covering S′ → S such
that c lifts to an element b of (F iXs)(S′). Since c is invariant under the μ-action, the element
b′ = NFiXs (b)− dF iXs (b)
maps to zero in (Gri Xs)(S′), so it belongs to (F i+1Xs)(S′). Now
b′′ = b + (d−1)
F i+1Xs
(
b′
)
maps to c. This element belongs to (F iXs)μ(S′), since for any ζ ∈ μ, b′′ ∗ ζ − b′′ is an element
of (F i+1Xs)(S′) that is mapped to zero by dF i+1Xs , so that b
′′ ∗ ζ = b′′. 
Corollary 4.8. The group k-scheme Gr0d Gs is canonically isomorphic to (G′s)μ. It is a smooth
algebraic k-group, and there is a canonical isomorphism of k-vector spaces
Lie
((G′s)μ)∼= (Lie(G′s))μ.
For each 0 < i < d , there exists a canonical isomorphism
Grid Gs ∼= Lie
(G′s)[i] ⊗k (M′/(M′)2)⊗i (4.1)
where Lie(G′s)[i] is the subspace of Lie(G′s) where μ ∼= μd(k) acts as (v, ζ ) → ζ i · v for (v, ζ ) ∈
Lie(G′s)×μd(k), and where we view the right-hand side of (4.1) as a vector group k-scheme. In
particular, F idGs is unipotent, smooth and connected for 0 < i  d .
Proof. Smoothness of (G′s)μ and the isomorphism
Lie
((G′s)μ)∼= (Lie(G′s))μ
follow from [13, 3.2 and 3.4]. The remaining statements follow immediately from Proposition 4.5
and Lemma 4.7. 
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dimension of Grjd Gs is called the multiplicity of the jump j .
By Corollary 4.8, the K ′-jumps of G and their multiplicities can be computed from the
μ-action on Lie(G′s).
The following theorem will play a crucial role in the remainder of this article. If G is an
abelian variety, the result was stated in [13, 5.4.6] without proof.
Theorem 4.10. Let K ′ be a finite tame extension of K , and denote by R′ the normalization of R
in K ′. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group, and assume that G′ = G ×K K ′
admits a Néron model G′. Denote by G the Néron model of G, and by K the kernel of the natural
morphism h :G ×R R′ → G′. Let j1(G,K ′), . . . , ju(G,K ′) be the K ′-jumps associated to G,
with respective multiplicities m1(G,K ′), . . . ,mu(G,K ′).
Then the pull-back of the fundamental exact sequence of OG×RR′ -modules
h∗Ω1G′/R′ → Ω1G×RR′/R′ → Ω1G×RR′/G′ → 0
w.r.t. the unit section eG×RR′ yields a short exact sequence of R′-modules
0 → ωG′/R′ → ωG×RR′/R′ → ωK/R′ → 0 (4.2)
and ωK/R′ is isomorphic to( ⊕
m1(G,K ′)
R′j1(G,K ′)
)
⊕ · · · ⊕
( ⊕
mu(G,K ′)
R′ju(G,K ′)
)
.
Moreover, Lie(h) injects Lie(G ×R R′) into Lie(G′) and there exists an isomorphism of
R′-modules
ωK/R′ ∼= Lie
(G′)/Lie(G ×R R′). (4.3)
Proof. We refer to [20, §1] for some basic results on Lie algebras of group schemes. To show
that the sequence (4.2) is exact, it suffices to show that
ωG′/R′ → ωG×RR′/R′
is injective. This follows immediately from the fact that ωG′/R′ is free and hK ′ an isomorphism.
Dualizing (4.2) we find an exact sequence
0 Lie
(G ×R R′) Lie(h) Lie(G′) Ext1R′(ωK/R′,R′) 0.
Since ωK/R′ is torsion, it is easily seen that the R′-module Ext1R′(ωK/R′,R
′) is isomorphic
to ωK/R′ .
We put d = [K ′ : K]. We denote by M′ the maximal ideal of R′, and by μ the Galois group
of the extension K ′/K . We let μ act on K ′ from the left.
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G α
β
Xμ
γ∏
R′/R(G ×R R′)
δ=∏R′/R hX
where α is the isomorphism from Proposition 4.1, and β and γ are the tautological morphisms.
It is easily seen that Lie(·) commutes with Weil restriction, so we have canonical isomorphisms
of R-modules
Lie
( ∏
R′/R
(G ×R R′))∼= Lie(G ×R R′),
Lie(X) ∼= Lie(G′)
that identify δ with Lie(h).
Arguing as in the proof of [13, 3.2] we see that Lie(γ ) is an isomorphism onto Lie(G′)μ, so
that we can use Lie(γ )◦Lie(α) to identify Lie(G) with Lie(G′)μ. Also, taking formal parameters,
it is easily seen that the morphism of R′-modules
Lie
(G′)μ ⊗R R′ → Lie(G ×R R′)
obtained from Lie(β) by extension of scalars is an isomorphism. Modulo this isomorphism, the
morphism of R′-modules Lie(h) : Lie(G ×R R′) → Lie(G′) corresponds to the inclusion
Lie
(G′)μ ⊗R R′ → Lie(G′).
Let {e1, . . . , em} be a k-basis of Lie(G′s) such that μ ∼= μd(k) acts on ei by
ei ∗ ζ = ζ ai · ei
for each ζ ∈ μd(k) and each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, with ai ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. Then by Corollary 4.8, the
occurring ai (with multiplicities) are the K ′-jumps of G (with multiplicities), so we have to show
that there exists an isomorphism
Lie
(G′)/(Lie(G′)μ ⊗R R′)∼= m⊕
i=1
R′ai .
We have a natural isomorphism of k-vector spaces
Lie(Xs) ∼= Lie
(G′ ×R′ R′d).
Consider the projection
Lie
(
θd
)
: Lie(Xs) → Lie
(G′s)1
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μ ∼= μd(k) acts on ei by
ei ∗ ζ = ζ ai · ei
for each ζ ∈ μd(k) and each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Choose a uniformizer π ′ in R′. Since {e1, . . . , em}
is an R′d -basis for Lie(G′ ×R′ R′d), we see that{
vi,j = ei ·
(
π ′
)j ∣∣ i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 0, . . . , d − 1}
is a k-basis of Lie(G′ ×R′ R′d) ∼= Lie(Xs), and ζ ∈ μd(k) acts on vi,j by
vi,j ∗ ζ = ζ ai−j · vi,j
(see the construction of the group action in [13, 2.4] for the origin of the sign in the exponent −j ).
If V1 and V2 are (right) R[μ]-modules of finite type, free over R, and ϕ :V1 ⊗R k → V2 ⊗R k is
an isomorphism of k[μ]-modules, then ϕ lifts to an isomorphism of R[μ]-modules ϕ′ :V1 → V2.
To see this, take any morphism of R-modules φ :V1 → V2 lifting ϕ. The morphism
ϕ′ :V1 → V2 :v → 1
d
∑
ζ∈μ
φ(v ∗ ζ ) ∗ ζ−1
is a morphism of R[μ]-modules. It is an isomorphism since its reduction modulo π is the iso-
morphism ϕ.
This implies that we can lift the k-basis {vi,j } of Lie(Xs) to an R-basis {wi,j } of Lie(G′) such
that the action of μ ∼= μd(k) ∼= μd(R) on wi,j is given by
wi,j ∗ ξ = ξai−j ·wi,j
for each ξ ∈ μd(R) and all i, j . We see that the R-module
Lie(G) = Lie(G′)μ
is generated by the elements wi,ai with i = 1, . . . ,m. We observe, moreover, that
π · Lie(G′)⊂ Lie(G′)μ ⊗R R′
because Lie(G′)μ ⊗R R′ is a sub-R′-module of Lie(G′) of the same rank, and, for any v in
Lie(G′), we have π · v ∈ Lie(G′)μ iff v ∈ Lie(G′)μ.
Hence, we can conclude that
Lie
(G′)/(Lie(G′)μ ⊗R R′)∼= Lie(G′ ×R′ R′d)/
(
m∑
i=1
R′d · vi,ai
)
∼= Lie(G′ ×R′ R′d)/
(
m∑
i=1
(
π ′
)aiR′d · ei
)
∼=
m⊕
R′ai . 
i=1
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admits a Néron model for every finite tame extension K ′ of K . For all d,n ∈ N′ and each
i ∈ {0, . . . , d} we have F idGs = F indnGs .
Proof. For i = 0 the statement is obvious, so assume i > 0. Let K ′ ⊂ K ′′ be extensions of K of
degree d , resp. dn, with rings of integers R′, resp., R′′. Denote by G′ and G′′ the Néron models
of G×K K ′, resp. G×K K ′′. It suffices to show that the kernels of the truncation morphisms
φ1 :Gs → Greeni
(G′),
φ2 :Gs → Greenin
(G′′)
coincide. We have a natural morphism G′ ×R′ R′′ → G′′ inducing a morphism G′ →∏R′′/R′ G′′,
which is a closed immersion by Proposition 4.1. Moreover, Greenin(G′′) is canonically isomor-
phic to Greeni (
∏
R′′/R′ G′′), and since Weil restriction respects closed immersions, we obtain a
closed immersion of group k-schemes
φ1,2 : Greeni
(G′)→ Greenin(G′′)
such that φ2 = φ1,2 ◦ φ1. 
Definition 4.12. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group, and assume that G×K K ′
admits a Néron model for every finite tame extension of K . Denote by q the characteristic of k.
For each element α = a/b of Z(q) ∩ [0,1[, with a ∈ N and b ∈ N′, we put F˜ αGs = Fab Gs . By
Lemma 4.11, this definition does not depend on the choice of a and b. Then F˜ •Gs is a decreasing
filtration on Gs by subgroup k-schemes.
Let ρ be an element of [0,1[. We put F˜ >ρGs = F˜ βGs , where β is any value in Z(q) ∩ ]ρ,1[
such that F˜ β ′Gs = F˜ βGs for all β ′ in Z(q) ∩ ]ρ,β]. If ρ = 0 we put F˜ <ρGs = F˜ γ Gs where γ is
any value in Z(q)∩[0, ρ[ such that F˜ γ ′Gs = F˜ γ Gs for all γ ′ in Z(q)∩[γ,ρ[. We put F˜ <0Gs = Gs .
We define
G˜rρ Gs = F˜ <ρGs/F˜>ρGs .
We say that j ∈ [0,1[ is a jump of G if G˜rj Gs = 0. The multiplicity of j is the dimension
of G˜rj Gs . We say that the multiplicity of j as a jump of G is zero if j is not a jump of G.
It follows immediately from the definition that the sum of the multiplicities of the jumps of G
equals the dimension of G. As noted by Edixhoven in [13, 5.4.5], it is not clear if the jumps of G
are rational numbers, but one can be more precise if G is a tamely ramified semi-abelian variety
over K .
Proposition 4.13. Denote by q the characteristic of k. Assume that G is a semi-abelian
K-variety, and that G acquires semi-abelian reduction over a tame finite extension K ′ of K
of degree d . For any α ∈ Z(q) ∩ [0,1[ we have
F˜ <αGs = F˜ αGs = F α·dGs .d
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. . . ,mu(G,K
′), then the jumps of G are given by
j1
(
G,K ′
)
/d, . . . , ju
(
G,K ′
)
/d
with the same multiplicities. In particular, the jumps of G belong to Z[1/d] ∩ [0,1[.
Moreover, if L/K is any finite tame extension of K , of degree e, then the set of L-jumps of G
is {⌊
j1
(
G,K ′
) · e/d⌋, . . . ,⌊ju(G,K ′) · e/d⌋}.
The multiplicity of j ∈ {0, . . . , e − 1} as an L-jump of G equals∑
i∈Tj
mi
(
G,K ′
)
with Tj = {i ∈ {1, . . . , u} | j = 	ji(G,K ′) · e/d
}.
Proof. Write α as i/(dn) with d,n ∈ N′. We’ll show that
F˜ αGs := F idnGs = F i/nd Gs . (4.4)
The remainder of the statement follows from (4.4) by some elementary combinatorics.
So let us prove (4.4). Let K ′ ⊂ K ′′ be an extension of degree n. Denote by R′ and R′′ the ring
of integers of K ′, resp. K ′′, and by G′ and G′′ the Néron models of G ×K K ′, resp. G ×K K ′′.
Since G has semi-abelian reduction over K ′, the natural morphism G′ ×R′ R′′ → G′′ is an open
immersion, and Lie(G′s) and Lie(G′′s ) are isomorphic as k-vector spaces with μ′′ = G(K ′′/K)-
action. In particular, G(K ′′/K ′) acts trivially on Lie(G′′s ). By Corollary 4.8, this means that
Grjnd Gs = 0 if j is not divisible by n. It follows that
F
j
dnGs = F j/n·ndn Gs = F j/nd Gs
for j ∈ {0, . . . , dn}. 
Remark. If G is the Jacobian of a smooth and proper K-curve with a K-rational point, then
the jumps of G are rational, without any tameness condition. In fact, much more can be said:
see [15, 8.4].
4.2. Chai’s base change conductor
Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group that admits a Néron model G. Let K ′ be
a finite separable extension of K of ramification degree d , and denote by R′ the normalization
of R in K ′. Assume that G′ = G ×K K ′ admits a Néron model G′. By the universal property of
the Néron model, there exists a unique morphism of group R′-schemes
h :G ×R R′ → G′
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the map Lie(h) injects Lie(G ×R R′) into Lie(G′), and the quotient R′-module
Lie
(G′)/(Lie(G ×R R′))
is a torsion module of finite type over R′. If we denote by M′ the maximal ideal of R′ and if we
put R′i = R′/(M′)i for each i ∈ Z>0, we get a decomposition
Lie
(G′)/(Lie(G ×R R′))∼= v⊕
i=1
R′ci (G,K ′)·d
with 0 < c1(G,K ′) · · · cv(G,K ′) in Z[1/d].
Definition 4.14. We call the tuple of rational numbers (c1(G,K ′), . . . , cv(G,K ′)) the tuple of
K ′-elementary divisors associated to G, and we call
c
(
G,K ′
)= c1(G,K ′)+ · · · + cv(G,K ′)= 1
d
· lengthR′
(
Lie
(G′)/(Lie(G ×R R′)))
the K ′-base change conductor associated to G.
As a special case, we recall the following definition from [8, 2.4].
Definition 4.15 (Chai). Let A be a semi-abelian variety, and let K ′ be a finite separable extension
of K such that A ×K K ′ has semi-abelian reduction. The values ci(A,K ′) and c(A,K ′) only
depend on A, and not on K ′. We denote them by ci(A) and c(A) and call them the elementary
divisors, resp. the base change conductor of A.
Note that our definition differs slightly from the one in [8, 2.4]. Chai extends the tuple of
elementary divisors by adding zeroes to the left until the length of the tuple equals the dimension
of A. Our definition is more convenient for the purpose of this paper.
Proposition 4.16. For any semi-abelian variety A, we have c(A) = 0 iff A has semi-abelian
reduction.
Proof. The “if ” part is obvious, so let us prove the converse implication. Take a finite separable
extension K ′ of K such that A′ = A ×K K ′ has semi-abelian reduction. Denote by R′ the nor-
malization of R in K ′ and by A and A′ the Néron models of A, resp. A′. Consider the canonical
morphism h :A ×R R′ → A′. Then c(A) = 0 implies that Lie(h) is an isomorphism. Hence, h is
étale, and since hK is an isomorphism, h is an open immersion [6, 2.3.2’]. Therefore, A has
semi-abelian reduction. 
4.3. A comparison result
Theorem 4.17. Let K ′ be a finite tame extension of K , of degree d . Let G be a smooth com-
mutative algebraic K-group, and assume that G and G′ = G ×K K ′ admit Néron models.
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m1(G,K ′), . . . ,mu(G,K ′).
Then the tuple of K ′-elementary divisors ci(G,K ′) associated to G is(
j1
(
G,K ′
)
/d, . . . , j1
(
G,K ′
)
/d︸ ︷︷ ︸
m1(G,K ′)×
, . . . , ju
(
G,K ′
)
/d, . . . , ju
(
G,K ′
)
/d︸ ︷︷ ︸
mu(G,K ′)×
)
and we have
d · c(G,K ′)= u∑
i=1
(
mi
(
G,K ′
) · ji(G,K ′)).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.10. 
Combined with the fact that the sum of the multiplicities of the K ′-jumps of G equals
the dimension of G, Theorem 4.17 shows that the K ′-jumps (with multiplicities) and the
K ′-elementary divisors determine each other.
Corollary 4.18. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, and let j1(A) < · · · < ju(A)
be the non-zero jumps associated to A, with respective multiplicities m1(A), . . . ,mu(A). Then
the tuple of elementary divisors of A is given by(
j1(A), . . . , j1(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m1(A)×
, . . . , ji(A), . . . , ji(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi(A)×
, . . . , ju(A), . . . , ju(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
mu(A)×
)
and we have
c(A) =
u∑
i=1
(
mi(A) · ji(A)
)
.
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.17 and Proposition 4.13. 
Corollary 4.19. If A is a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, then its elementary divisors
are contained in the interval ]0,1[.
Corollary 4.20. If A is a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, then A has semi-abelian re-
duction iff 0 is the only jump of A.
Corollary 4.21. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, and let K ′ be a finite tame
extension of K such that A acquires semi-abelian reduction over K ′. Put e = [K ′ : K] and
μ = G(K ′/K), and denote by A′ the Néron model of A×K K ′. Then for any ζ ∈ μ ∼= μe(k), the
determinant of the action of ζ on Lie(A′s) equals ζ e·c(A).
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.8, Proposition 4.13 and Corollary 4.18. 
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The following proposition shows how one can compute the jumps (equivalently, elementary
divisors) of a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety from the jumps of its abelian and toric part.
Proposition 4.22. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, with toric part Ator and
abelian part Aab. Let j be an element of [0,1[. If we denote by mab and mtor the multiplicities
of j as a jump of Aab, resp. Ator, then the multiplicity of j as a jump of A equals mab +mtor.
Proof. Let K ′ be a tame finite extension of K such that A′ = A ×K K ′ has semi-abelian re-
duction. Then A′tor = Ator ×K K ′ is split, and A′ab = Aab ×K K ′ has semi-abelian reduction,
by [16, 4.1]. We put μ = G(K ′/K). If we denote by A′, A′tor and A′ab the Néron models of A′,
A′tor and A′ab, then the canonical sequence
0 → (A′tor)s → (A′)os → (A′ab)os → 0
is exact, by [6, 10.1.7]. Hence, there exists an isomorphism of k[μ]-modules
Lie
(A′s)∼= Lie((A′tor)s)⊕ Lie((A′ab)s)
so that the result follows from Theorem 4.10 and Proposition 4.13. 
Corollary 4.23. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, with toric part Ator and
abelian part Aab. Then we have
c(A) = c(Ator)+ c(Aab).
Corollary 4.23 yields a special case of Chai’s conjecture [8, 8.1] that c(A) = c(Ator)+ c(Aab)
for every semi-abelian K-variety A, provided that k is perfect. Chai proved this if k is finite, and
if K has characteristic zero.
5. Jumps and monodromy eigenvalues
In this section, we assume that K is strictly Henselian and that k is algebraically closed.
The following lemma describes the behavior of the jumps of a tamely ramified semi-abelian
K-variety under tame base change. Recall that for any real number x we denote by [x] its decimal
part [x] = x − 	x
 ∈ [0,1[. For later use, we remark that the proof remains valid if K is strictly
Henselian but k is not necessarily perfect.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a semi-abelian K-variety, and assume that A acquires semi-abelian
reduction on some finite tame extension L of K , of degree e. Let K ′ be a finite tame exten-
sion of K , of degree d . Let j1(A), . . . , ju(A) be the jumps of A, with respective multiplicities
m1(A), . . . ,mu(A). Then the set of jumps of A′ = A×K K ′ is
J = {[d · j1(A)], . . . , [d · ju(A)]}⊂ Z[1/e] ∩ [0,1[.
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i∈Sj
mi(A)
where Sj is the subset of {1, . . . , u} consisting of indices i such that [d · ji(A)] = j .
Proof. We may assume that K ′ is contained in L. Put n = e/d . Denote by B the Néron model of
B = A ×K L, and put μ = G(L/K) ∼= μe(k) and μ′ = G(L/K ′) ∼= μn(k). For a = 0, . . . , e − 1
we denote by V [a] the subspace of Lie(Bs) where each ζ ∈ μ acts by v ∗ ζ = ζ a · v. Likewise,
for b = 0, . . . , n − 1 we denote by V ′[b] the subspace of Lie(Bs) where each ξ ∈ μ′ acts by
v ∗ ξ = ξb · v. Then we obviously have
V ′[b] =
⊕
a≡b mod n
V [a].
By Proposition 4.13 and Corollary 4.8 we know that a/e is a jump of A with multiplicity m> 0
iff V [a] has dimension m, and likewise, b/n is a jump of A′ with multiplicity m′ > 0 iff V ′[b]
has dimension m′, so the result follows. 
Lemma 5.2. Let F be a perfect field, and let A be a semi-abelian F -variety. If B is a connected
smooth subgroup F -scheme of A, then B is semi-abelian.
Proof. By [9, 2.3] there exists a unique connected smooth linear subgroup L of B such that the
quotient B/L is an abelian variety. By [2, XVII.7.2.1] we know that L is a product of a unipotent
group U and a torus. But there are no non-trivial morphisms of F -groups from U to an abelian
variety [9, 2.3] or to a torus [2, XVII.2.4], so there are no non-trivial morphisms from U to A.
Therefore, U is trivial, and B is semi-abelian. 
Lemma 5.3. If A is a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, with Néron model A, then F˜ >0As
is unipotent, and (G˜r0 As)o semi-abelian.
Proof. It follows immediately from Corollary 4.8 that F˜ >0As is unipotent. Let K ′/K be a finite
tame extension such that the Néron model A′ of A′ = A×K K ′ has semi-abelian reduction, and
denote by μ the Galois group G(K ′/K). By Proposition 4.13 and Corollary 4.8 we have an
isomorphism
G˜r0 As ∼=
(A′s)μ.
This is a smooth subgroup scheme of A′s , and since (A′s)o is semi-abelian, (G˜r0 As)o is semi-
abelian by Lemma 5.2. 
Corollary 5.4. If A is a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, with Néron model A, and
(c1, . . . , cv) is its tuple of elementary divisors, then the length v of the tuple equals the unipotent
rank of Ao.s
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For any integer i > 0, we denote by Φi(t) ∈ Z[T ] the cyclotomic polynomial whose roots are
the primitive i-th roots of unity. Its degree equals ϕ(i), with ϕ(·) the Euler function. Recall that
we fixed a topological generator σ of the tame monodromy group G(Kt/K), and that we denote
by τ :Q → Z>0 the function which sends a rational number to its order in the group Q/Z.
Theorem 5.5. Let A be a tamely ramified abelian K-variety, and let j1(A), . . . , ju(A) be the
jumps of A, with respective multiplicities m1(A), . . . ,mu(A). Denote by e the degree of the min-
imal extension L of K where A acquires semi-abelian reduction. For each divisor d of e we
put
Jd =
{
i ∈ {1, . . . , u} ∣∣ τ(ji(A))= d},
νd = 2 ·
(∑
i∈Jd
mi(A)
)
.
Then νd is divisible by ϕ(d), and the characteristic polynomial Pσ (t) of σ on VA = TA⊗Z Q
is given by
Pσ (t) =
∏
d|e
Φd(t)
νd/ϕ(d).
Proof. The polynomial Pσ (t) belongs to Z[t], and its zeroes are roots of unity whose orders
divide e [3, IX.4.3]. Hence, Pσ (t) is a product of cyclotomic polynomials Φd(t) with d|e. For
each divisor d of e, we denote by rd the number of zeroes of Pσ (t) (counted with multiplicities)
that are primitive d-th roots of unity. It suffices to show that rd = νd for each divisor d of e. We
proceed by induction on d .
By Lemma 5.3, the multiplicity of 0 as a jump of A equals the dimension of the semi-abelian
part of Aos . It is well known that twice this dimension is equal to the multiplicity of 1 as an
eigenvalue of σ on VA (see for instance [19, 1.3]), so we find r1 = ν1.
Now fix a divisor d of e and assume that νd ′ = rd ′ for all divisors d ′ of d with d ′ < d . Note
that the multiplicity md of 1 as a zero of Pσd (t), the characteristic polynomial of σd on V(A),
equals
∑
d ′|d rd ′ . Applying the previous argument to A ×K K(d), we see that md equals twice
the multiplicity of 0 as a jump of A×K K(d). By Lemma 5.1, we obtain∑
d ′|d
rd ′ = md =
∑
d ′|d
νd ′
so by the induction hypothesis we see that rd = νd . 
Corollary 5.6. Let A be a tamely ramified abelian K-variety. If A has a jump j with τ(j) = d ,
then the primitive d-th roots of unity are monodromy eigenvalues of σ on H 1(A×K Kt ,Q).
In fact, we can obtain additional information on the relation between jumps and monodromy.
First, we need some auxiliary results.
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(1) There exists a canonical isomorphism
H 1
(
A×K Ks,Z
)→ HomZ (TA,Z)
that is equivariant w.r.t. the action of G(Ks/K).
(2) The cup product induces an isomorphism
i∧
H 1
(
A×K Ks,Z
)→ Hi(A×K Ks,Z)
for each integer i  0.
Proof. These properties can be proven as in [23, 15.1], as soon as we know that
Hi
(
A×K Ks,Z
)
vanishes for i > 2a + t , with a = dim(Aab) and t = dim(Ator). This follows from the Leray
spectral sequence of the morphism A → Aab. 
Lemma 5.8. For each n ∈ Z>0 there exists a Q-rational representation ρ of Z/nZ such that ρ(1)
has characteristic polynomial Φn(t).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1 the result is clear, so assume that n > 1 and that
the lemma holds for all n′ < n. This implies that, for each divisor m of n with m< n, there exists
a Q-rational representation ρm of Z/nZ such that ρm(1) has characteristic polynomial Φm(t).
Let ρ′ be a complex representation of Z/nZ such that ρ′(1) has characteristic polynomial Φn(t).
We’ll show that ρ′ is defined over Q. By [39, §12.1], it is enough to prove that the character χρ′
of ρ′ belongs to the representation ring RQ(Z/nZ). If we denote by ρreg the regular representa-
tion of Z/nZ over Q, then
ρreg ⊗Q C ∼= ρ′ ⊕
( ⊕
m|n,m<n
(ρm ⊗Q C)
)
.
Hence,
χρ′ = χρreg −
∑
m|n,m<n
χρm
belongs to RQ(Z/nZ). 
Lemma 5.9. Let A be a semi-abelian K-variety, and let γ be an element of G(Ks/K). For every
integer i  0, the characteristic polynomial P (i)γ (t) of γ on Hi(A ×K Ks,Q) belongs to Z[t].
It is independent of , and it is a product of cyclotomic polynomials.
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have an exact sequence of Tate modules
0 → TAtor → TA → TAab → 0.
Hence, by Proposition 5.7, it is enough to consider the cases A = Aab and A = Ator . The former
case follows from [3, IX.4.3], the latter from the G(Ks/K)-equivariant isomorphism
H 1
(
A×K Ks,Q
)∼= X(A)⊗Z Q(1)
where X(A) denotes the character module of the K-torus A.
Case 2: general case. By Case 1 and Lemma 5.8, there exist a Q-vector space V and an
automorphism of finite order γ ′ of V whose characteristic polynomial equals P (1)γ (t). For any
i  0 there exists a G(Ks/K)-equivariant isomorphism of Q-vector spaces
Hi
(
A×K Ks,Q
)∼= i∧H 1(A×K Ks,Q)
by Proposition 5.7, so that P (i)γ (t) coincides with the characteristic polynomial of
∧i
γ ′ on
∧i
V .
It follows that P (i)γ (t) is a product of cyclotomic polynomials, independent of . 
Definition 5.10. We say that a polynomial Q(t) in Z[t] is p-tame if it is of the form
Q(t) = Φn1(t) · · · · ·Φnj (t)
with j ∈ Z>0 and n1, . . . , nj ∈ N′.
Lemma 5.11. Consider the unique ring morphism
Z[t] → k[t]
mapping t to t .
(1) Let ζ be a primitive d-th root of unity in k, with d ∈ N′. Fix an algebraic closure Qa of Q and
a primitive d-th root of unity ξ in Qa . Let n be an element of Z>0 and let a be a tuple in Nn.
If Q(t) is a p-tame polynomial in Z[t] whose image in k[t] is divisible by ∏ni=1(t − ζ ai ),
then Q(t) is divisible by
∏n
i=1(t − ξai ) in Qa[t].
(2) If Q1(t) and Q2(t) are p-tame polynomials in Z[t] whose images in k[t] coincide, then
Q1(t) = Q2(t).
Proof. (1) If k has characteristic zero, the result follows by considering the embedding of Q(ξ)
in k that maps ξ to ζ . So assume that p > 1. Denote by W(k) the ring of k-Witt vectors, and
consider the unique embedding of Z[ξ ] in W(k) such that the image of ξ in the residue field k
of W(k) equals ζ . We may assume that the roots of Q(t) are d-th roots of unity. The result then
follows from the fact that the reduction map
μd
(
W(k)
)→ μd(k)
is a bijection.
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Hence, the roots of its image in k[t] are u-th roots of unity, so that (2) follows from (1). 
Proposition 5.12. Let G be a semi-abelian k-variety, and let ϕ be an endomorphism of G. We
denote by Pϕ(t) the characteristic polynomial of ϕ on
VG = TG⊗Z Q
and by Qϕ(t) the characteristic polynomial of ϕ on Lie(G). Then Pϕ(t) belongs to Z[t], and its
image under the unique ring morphism Z[t] → k[t] that maps t to t is divisible by Qϕ(t).
Proof. We consider the Chevalley decomposition
0 → T → G → B → 0
of G, with T a k-torus and B an abelian k-variety. The action of ϕ on G induces endomorphisms
of T and B , which we denote again by ϕ. There exist ϕ-equivariant short exact sequences
0 Lie(T ) Lie(G) Lie(B) 0,
0 VT VG VB 0
so that it is enough to consider the case where G = T or G = B .
Case 1: G = T . If we denote by X(G) the character group of G, then there are canonical
isomorphisms
Lie(G) = HomZ
(
X(G), k
)
, (5.1)
VG = HomZ
(
X(G),Q(1)
)
. (5.2)
The isomorphism (5.2) implies that Pϕ(t) belongs to Z[t]. Combining isomorphisms (5.1)
and (5.2), we see that the image of Pϕ(t) in k[t] equals Qϕ(t).
Case 2: G = B . Since -adic cohomology is a Weil cohomology, Pϕ(t) coincides with
the characteristic polynomial of ϕ on G (see for instance the appendix to [24]). In particular,
Pϕ(t) belongs to Z[t].
Since G is an abelian variety, its Hodge–de Rham spectral sequence degenerates at E1
[35, 5.1]. This yields a natural short exact sequence
0 → H 0(G,Ω1G)→ H 1dR(G) → H 1(G,OG) → 0
with H 1dR(G) the degree one de Rham cohomology of G. We have natural isomorphisms
H 0
(
G,Ω1G
)∼= ωG/k ∼= Lie(G)∨
so that it suffices to show that the image of Pϕ(t) in k[t] is equal to the characteristic polynomial
of ϕ on H 1dR(G).
If k has characteristic zero, this follows from the fact that de Rham cohomology is a Weil
cohomology. Assume that k has characteristic p > 1. If we denote by Hi (G) the degree icrys
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so that there is a canonical isomorphism
H 1dR(G)
∼= H 1crys(G)⊗W(k) k (5.3)
by [18, II.4.9.1]. But crystalline cohomology is a Weil cohomology too, which implies that the
characteristic polynomial of ϕ on H 1crys(G) coincides with Pϕ(t), so that the image of Pϕ(t)
in k[t] is equal to the characteristic polynomial of ϕ on H 1dR(G). 
Corollary 5.13. Let G be a semi-abelian k-variety of dimension g, and let ϕ be an automorphism
of G of order d ∈ N′. We fix an algebraic closure Qa of Q. We fix a primitive d-th root of unity ξ
in Qa , and a primitive d-th root of unity ζ in k. Let a1, . . . , ag be elements of {0, . . . , d − 1} such
that
ζ a1, . . . , ζ ag
are the eigenvalues of ϕ on Lie(G). Then the characteristic polynomial Pϕ(t) of ϕ on VG =
TG⊗Z Q is divisible by
g∏
i=1
(
t − ξai ).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.11 and Proposition 5.12. 
Theorem 5.14. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, and denote by e the degree
of the minimal extension of K where A acquires semi-abelian reduction. We fix an algebraic
closure Qa of Q and a primitive e-th root of unity ξ in Qa . If we denote by j1(A), . . . , ju(A) the
jumps of A, with respective multiplicities m1(A), . . . ,mu(A), then
u∏
i=1
(
t − ξe·ji (A))mi(A)
divides the characteristic polynomial Pσ (t) of the action of σ on VA = TA⊗Z Q.
Proof. If we denote by Ator and Aab the toric, resp. abelian part of A, then we have an exact
sequence of Tate modules
0 → TAtor → TA → TAab → 0.
In view of Proposition 4.22, it is enough to consider the cases A = Ator and A = Aab. We put
μ = G(K(e)/K), and we denote by ζ the image of σ in μ ∼= μe(k).
Case 1: A = Ator. We denote by X(A) the character group of the torus A. Since A(e) has
multiplicative reduction, the G(Ks/K)-action on X(A) factors through μ. By the canonical
G(Ks/K)-equivariant isomorphism of Z-modules
TA = HomZ
(
X(A),Z(1)
)
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p-tame polynomial in Z[t].
The Néron model A(e) of A(e) is a split R(e)-torus, so that there is a canonical μ-equivariant
isomorphism of k-vector spaces
Lie
(A(e)s)∼= HomZ(X(A), k).
Hence, the characteristic polynomial of ζ on Lie(A(e)s) is the image of Pϕ(t) in k[t]. It equals
u∏
i=1
(
t − ζ e·ji (A))mi(A)
by Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.13. It follows from Lemma 5.11 that
Pϕ(t) =
u∏
i=1
(
t − ξe·ji (A))mi(A).
Case 2: A = Aab. We denote by (TA)ef the essentially fixed part of the Tate module TA
[3, IX.4.1]. It is a sub-Z-module of TA, closed under the G(Ks/K)-action. The action of
G(Ks/K) on (TA)
ef factors through μ, and we have a canonical μ-equivariant isomorphism
(TA)
ef ∼= T
(A(e)os )
by [3, IX.4.2.6].
The characteristic polynomial of ζ on Lie(A(e)os ) equals
u∏
i=1
(
t − ζ e·ji (A))mi(A)
by Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.13. The result now follows from Corollary 5.13. 
Corollary 5.15. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety of dimension g. The cyclo-
tomic polynomial Φτ(c(A))(t) divides the characteristic polynomial of σ on Hg(A×K Kt ,Q).
Proof. We keep the notations of Theorem 5.14. By Proposition 5.7, there exists a G(Ks/K)-
equivariant isomorphism
Hg
(
A×K Kt ,Q
)∼= g∧H 1(A×K Kt ,Q)
and Pσ (T ) coincides with the characteristic polynomial of the σ -action on
H 1
(
A×K Kt ,Q
)
.
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c(A) =
u∑
i=1
mi(A) · ji(A).
By Lemma 5.9 it suffices to show that
ξe·c(A) =
u∏
i=1
(
ξe·ji (A)
)mi(A) (5.4)
is an eigenvalue of σ on Hg(A ×K Kt ,Q). However, by Theorem 5.14, the right-hand side
of (5.4) is a product of∑ui=1 mi(A) = g distinct entries in the sequence of roots (with multiplic-
ities) of Pσ (T ), and hence an eigenvalue of σ on
Hg
(
A×K Kt ,Q
)∼= g∧H 1(A×K Kt ,Q). 
Corollary 5.16. Let A be a tamely ramified abelian K-variety. We use the notations of Theo-
rem 5.5. For every jump j of A, the multiplicity m of j satisfies
m ντ(j)/ϕ
(
τ(j)
)
.
Proof. Compare Theorems 5.5 and 5.14. 
6. Néron models and tame base change
In this section, we assume that K is strictly Henselian and that k is algebraically closed. We
adopt the following notation: if G is a smooth commutative algebraic K-group such that G ad-
mits a Néron model, then we denote this Néron model by G. If d ∈ N′ and G(d) = G ×K K(d)
admits a Néron model, we denote it by G(d). If G is semi-abelian, we will often use the nota-
tions A and A instead of G and G.
Definition 6.1. Denote by AV the set of isomorphism classes of abelian k-varieties. Let G be
a smooth commutative algebraic K-group such that G(d) admits a Néron model G(d) for each
d ∈ N′. We denote by uG(d), tG(d) and aG(d) the unipotent, resp. reductive, resp. abelian rank
of G(d)os . We put φG(d) = φ(G(d)) (see Definition 3.6) and we denote by BG(d) ∈ AV the
isomorphism class of the abelian quotient in the Chevalley decomposition of G(d)os .
Proposition 6.2. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, and let j1(A), . . . , ju(A) be
its jumps, with multiplicities m1(A), . . . ,mu(A). Denote by e the degree of the minimal extension
of K where A acquires semi-abelian reduction. Then for each d ∈ N′ we have
uA(d) =
∑
d·ji (A)/∈Z
mi(A)
and this value is also equal to the number of elementary divisors of A(d). Moreover, the values
uA(d), tA(d), aA(d) and BA(d) only depend on d mod e.
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e · ji(A) belongs to Z for each i ∈ {1, . . . , u}, by Proposition 4.13, the property d · ji(A) ∈ Z only
depends on d mod e.
By the equality
dimA = uA(d)+ tA(d)+ aA(d)
the only thing left to show is that BA(d) ∈ AV only depends on d mod e. By Lemma 5.3, it is
enough to show that (Gr0 A(d)s)o and (Gr0 A(d + e′)s)o are isomorphic if d ∈ N′ and e′ is a
multiple of e such that d + e′ ∈ N′. We put
m = d(d + e′)e′,
μ1 = G
(
K(m)/K(d)
)
,
μ2 = G
(
K(m)/K
(
d + e′)),
μ3 = G
(
K(m)/K
(
e′
))
.
By Corollary 4.8 we have (
Gr0 A(d)s
)o ∼= ((A(m)os )μ1)o,(
Gr0 A(d + e′)
s
)o ∼= ((A(m)os )μ2)o.
Let ζ be a generator of G(K(m)/K). Then ζ d and ζ d+e′ generate μ1, resp. μ2. Since A(e′) has
semi-abelian reduction, the natural morphism A(e′)o ×R(e′) R(m) → A(m)o is an isomorphism.
Hence, the action of μ3 = 〈ζ e′ 〉 on A(m)os is trivial, so the actions of ζ d and ζ d+e′ coincide. 
7. The order function
In this section, we assume that K is strictly Henselian.
Definition 7.1. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group of dimension g, and assume
that G admits a Néron model G. A distinguished gauge form on G is a degree g differential
form ω of the form ω = j∗ω′, where j :G → G is the natural open immersion of G into its
Néron model, and ω′ is a translation-invariant generator of the free rank 1 module ΩgG/R .
Such a distinguished gauge form ω always exists [6, 4.2.3]. It is unique up to multiplication
with an element in the unit group R∗, and it is translation-invariant w.r.t. the group multiplication
on G.
Definition 7.2. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group, and assume that G(d) admits
a Néron model G(d) for each d ∈ N′. Let ω be a distinguished gauge form on G. For each d ∈ N′,
we put
ordG(d) = −ord
(
ω(d)
)
(eG(d)) = −ordG(d)os
(
ω(d)
)
.
We call ordG(·) the order function of G.
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ord
(
ω(d)
)
(eG(d)) = ordG(d)os
(
ω(d)
)
follows from Proposition 2.2. The value ordG(d) measures the difference between G(d) and
G ×R R(d).
Proposition 7.3. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group, and let d be an element
of N′ such that G(d) admits a Néron model G(d). If ω is a gauge form on G, then
ordC
(
ω(d)
)= ordG(d)os (ω(d))
for every connected component C of G(d)s .
Proof. This follows immediately from the translation-invariance of ω. 
Proposition 7.4. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group, and assume that G(d)
admits a Néron model G(d) for each d ∈ N′.
Let d be an element of N′, denote by h the canonical morphism G ×R R(d) → G(d), and
denote by K(d) the kernel of h. Then
ordG(d) = lengthR(d) ωK(d)/R(d).
Proof. By the exact sequence of R(d)-modules
0 ωG(d)/R(d)
α
ωG×RR(d)/R(d) ωK(d)/R(d) 0
from Theorem 4.10, we have
lengthR(d) ωK(d)/R(d) = lengthR(d) coker(α).
Since α is an injective morphism of free R(d)-modules of the same rank,
lengthR(d) coker(α) = lengthR(d) coker
(
det(α)
)
.
But det(α) is nothing but the morphism of free rank one R(d)-modules
det(α) : e∗G(d)Ω
g
G(d)/R(d) → e∗G×RR(d)Ω
g
G×RR(d)/R(d). (7.1)
If we denote by ω(d)′ the unique extension of ω(d) to a relative gauge form on G ×R R(d), then
the target of (7.1) is generated by the pull-back of ω(d)′. Hence,
lengthR(d) ωK(d)/R(d) = −ord
(
ω(d)
)
(eG(d)) = ordG(d). 
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admits a Néron model G(d) for each d ∈ N′. If we denote by
j1
(
G,K(d)
)
, . . . , ju
(
G,K(d)
)
the K(d)-jumps of G, with respective multiplicities m1(G,K(d)), . . . ,mu(G,K(d)), then we
have
ordG(d) = c
(
G,K(d)
) · d = u∑
i=1
mi
(
G,K(d)
) · ji(G,K(d))
for each d ∈ N′.
In particular, if A is a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, with jumps j1(A), . . . , jv(A)
with respective multiplicities m1(A), . . . ,mv(A), then we have
ordA(d) =
v∑
i=1
mi(A) ·
⌊
ji(A) · d
⌋
for every d ∈ N′.
Proof. Combine Theorem 4.10, Proposition 4.13 and Proposition 7.4. 
Corollary 7.6. Let A be a tamely ramified semi-abelian K-variety, and denote by e the degree
of the minimal extension of K where A acquires semi-abelian reduction. For all d ∈ N′ and all
q ∈ Z>0 such that d + q · e ∈ N′, we have
ordA(d + q · e) = ordA(d)+ q · c(A) · e.
Moreover, we have
ordA(d) c(A) · d
for all d ∈ N′, with equality iff e|d .
Proof. The first assertion follows from the fact that the jumps of A belong to (1/e)Z (Proposi-
tion 4.13). For the second, note that with the notations of Proposition 7.5, we have
ordA(d) =
v∑
i=1
mi(A) ·
⌊
ji(A) · d
⌋

v∑
i=1
mi(A) · ji(A) · d
= c(A) · d (Corollary 4.18)
with equality iff ji(A) · d ∈ Z for all i. By Lemma 5.1, ji(A) · d ∈ Z for all i iff all the jumps
of A(d) are zero, i.e., iff A(d) has semi-abelian reduction (Corollary 4.20), i.e., iff e|d . 
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Throughout this section, we assume that K is complete and k algebraically closed. We keep
the notations of Sections 6 and 7, in particular the ones introduced in Definition 6.1.
8.1. The motivic zeta function
If G is a smooth commutative algebraic K-group that admits a Néron model, then G(d)
admits a Néron model G(d) for each d ∈ N′ because R is excellent (see Lemma 3.2 and Propo-
sition 3.10). Hence, we can state the following definition.
Definition 8.1. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group that admits a Néron model.
We define the motivic zeta function ZG(T ) of G by
ZG(T ) =
∑
d∈N′
[G(d)s]LordG(d)T d ∈ MkT .
This definition is motivated by the following result.
Proposition 8.2. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group of dimension g such that
G admits a Néron model. Let ω be a distinguished gauge form on G. Then the image of ZG(T )
in MRk T  equals
Lg ·
∑
d∈N′
( ∫
G(d)b
∣∣ω(d)∣∣)T d
where G(d)b denotes the bounded part of G(d) (Definition 3.9).
In particular, if k has characteristic zero and G is proper, we have
ZG(T ) = Lg · S(G,ω;T ) ∈ MkT 
with S(G,ω;T ) the motivic generating series associated to (G,ω) (Section 2.4).
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.3, Proposition 7.3, and the fact that the
formal π -adic completion of G(d) is a weak Néron model for G(d)b . 
Proposition 8.3. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic K-group of dimension g such that
G admits a Néron model G. Let ω be a distinguished gauge form on G. Then
ZG(T ) =
∑
d∈N′
(
φG(d) · (L − 1)tG(d) · LuG(d)+ordG(d) ·
[
BG(d)
] · T d)
in MkT .
Proof. This follows from [29, 2.1]. 
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Theorem 8.4. Let A be a tamely ramified abelian K-variety. Denote by AddA the set of ele-
ments d in N′ such that A(d) has purely additive reduction.
Then
χtop
(
ZA(T )
)=∑
d∈N′
χtop
(A(d)s)T d
=
∑
d∈AddA
φA(d)T
d
=
∑
d∈N′
∑
i0
(−1)i Trace(σd | Hi(A×K Kt ,Q))T d
in ZT .
Proof. The first two equalities follow from Proposition 8.3, without assuming that A is
tamely ramified. The last equality follows from the trace formula for tamely ramified abelian
K-varieties [29, 2.5 and 2.8]. 
8.3. Proof of the monodromy conjecture for tamely ramified abelian varieties
Definition 8.5. Let A be a semi-abelian K-variety, and take a finite extension K ′ of K such that
A′ = A ×K K ′ has semi-abelian reduction. We denote by A′ the Néron model of A′, and we
define the potential toric rank tpot(A) of A to be the reductive rank of (A′s)o. It is independent
of K ′.
The notion of pole of a rational series in MkL−s was defined in [37, §4] (here s is a formal
variable). This notion requires some care because Mk might not be a domain. The following
theorem is the main result of the present paper.
Theorem 8.6 (Monodromy conjecture for abelian varieties). Let A be a tamely ramified abelian
K-variety of dimension g.
(1) The motivic zeta function ZA(T ) is rational, and belongs to the subring
Rc(A)k = Mk
[
T ,
1
1 −LaT b
]
(a,b)∈N×N0, a/b=c(A)
of MkT . The zeta function ZA(L−s) has a unique pole at s = c(A), whose order is equal
to tpot(A) + 1. The degree of ZA(T ) is equal to zero if p = 1 and A has potential good
reduction, and strictly negative in all other cases.
(2) The cyclotomic polynomial Φτ(c(A))(t) divides the characteristic polynomial of the tame
monodromy operator σ on Hg(A ×K Kt ,Q). Hence, for every embedding Q ↪→ C, the
value exp(2πc(A)i) is an eigenvalue of σ on Hg(A×K Kt ,Q).
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order to detect poles of ZA(T ), we will specialize ZA(T ) by means of a ring morphism
ρ :Mk → F
such that F is a field. We write c(A) as a0/b0, with a0 ∈ N and b0 ∈ Z>0. We assume that the
image ρ(L) of L in F is not a root of unity, and that ρ(L) has a b0-th root ρ(L)b0 in F . If S(T )
is an element of Rc(A)k such that
ρ
(
S(T )
) ∈ F T 
has a pole of order n at (ρ(L)b0)−a0 , then it follows easily from the definition in [37, §4] that
S(L−s) has a pole at s = c(A) of order at least n.
The specialization morphism we’ll use is the Poincaré polynomial
Pk :Mk → Z
[
u,u−1
]
(see [27, §8]). If X is a k-variety of dimension d with r irreducible components of maxi-
mal dimension, then Pk([X]) is a polynomial in Z[u] of degree 2d whose leading coefficient
equals r [27, 8.7]. In particular, this leading coefficient is strictly positive. The element Pk(L) is
equal to u2. We denote by F the quotient field of
⋃
n>0 Z[u1/n, u−1/n].
Let e be the degree of the minimal extension of K where A acquires semi-abelian reduction.
For each α ∈ {1, . . . , e}, we put
Z
(α)
A (T ) =
∑
d∈N′∩(α+Ne)
(
φA(d) · (L − 1)tA(d) · LuA(d)+ordA(d) ·
[
BA(d)
] · T d).
By Proposition 8.3, we have
ZA(T ) =
e∑
α=1
Z
(α)
A (T ).
Hence, it suffices to prove the following claims.
Claim 1. For each α ∈ {1, . . . , e}, the series Z(α)A (T ) belongs to the sub-Mk[T ]-module Mα
of Rc(A)k generated by the elements (
1 − LaT b)−tA(α)−1
with (a, b) ∈ N × N0, a/b = c(A). Its specialization Pk(Z(α)A (T )) in F T  has a pole of order
tA(α) + 1 at T = u−2c(A). The residue of this pole belongs to the subring ⋃n>0 Q[u1/n, u−1/n]
of F , and its leading coefficient has sign (−1)tA(α)+1.
Claim 2. The degree of Z(α)A (T ) is zero if p = 1, α = e and A(e) has good reduction, and strictly
negative in all other cases.
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in [16, 4.2 and 5.7] the formulas t (A×K K ′) = t (A) and φ(A×K K ′) = δt(A) · φ(A). If we put
α′ = gcd(α, e) for each α ∈ {1, . . . , e}, it therefore follows that tA(α′) = tA(α) and that
φA(d) =
(
d/α′
)tA(α′)φA(α′)
for every element d of N′ ∩ (α +Ne).
Using Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 7.6, we can write
Z
(α)
A (T ) = φA
(
α′
)
(L − 1)tA(α)LuA(α)+ordA(α)[BA(α)](α′)−tA(α)S(α)A (T )
with
S
(α)
A (T ) =
∑
{q∈N|qe+α∈N′}
(qe + α)tA(α)Lqc(A)eT qe+α.
We denote by nα the smallest element of α + Ne that is divisible by p, and we put qα = (nα −
α)/e. Note that nα  pe, with equality iff α = e. We put εk = 0 if p = 1, and εk = 1 else. With
this notation at hand, we can write S(α)A (T ) as
T α
(∑
q∈N
(qe + α)tA(α)(Lc(A)T )qe)− εkLqαc(A)eT nα(∑
r∈N
(epr + nα)tA(α)
(
Lc(A)T
)epr)
.
The remainder of the argument is purely combinatorial. In [16, 6.2] we proved some elemen-
tary properties of power series of the form
∑
d>0 d
aT d with a ∈ N. From [16, 6.2] and its proof,
one can deduce that S(α)A (T ) belongs to Mα , and that its specialization
Pk
(
S
(α)
A (T )
) ∈ F T 
has a pole of order tA(α)+ 1 at T = u−2c(A), whose residue equals
(−1)tA(α)+1(tA(α)!)u−2c(A)(α+tA(α)+1)(e−1 − εk(ep)−1).
This concludes the proof of Claim 1.
Now we prove Claim 2. By our expression for S(α)A (T ) and [16, 6.2], the rational function
S
(α)
A (T ) has degree < 0 if tA(α) > 0, so that we may assume that tA(α) = 0. In that case, we find
S
(α)
A (T ) = T α
(∑
q∈N
(
Lc(A)T
)qe)− εkLqαc(A)eT nα(∑
r∈N
(
Lc(A)T
)epr)
.
Direct computation shows that the degree of this rational function is  0, with equality iff α = e
and p = 1. This concludes the proof. 
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Theorem 8.6 holds for A, by Corollary 5.15. It seems plausible that point (1) holds for A as well,
if we replace tpot(A) by tpot(Aab). If A is a torus, this follows from [28, 6.1]. More generally,
if Aab has potential good reduction, then the proof of Theorem 8.6(1) is valid for A, by the
following property: if we assume that Aab has potential good reduction, and we denote by e the
degree of the minimal extension of K where A acquires semi-abelian reduction, then
φA(d) = φA(1)
for each d ∈ N′ that is prime to e. To deduce this property, note that ΦA(d) is killed by e,
by [16, 5.4], and that the cokernel of the canonical map
α :ΦA → ΦA(d)
is killed by a power of d , by [16, 5.6]. Moreover, α is injective, by [16, 5.5]. Since d is prime
to e, we see that α is an isomorphism.
8.4. Elliptic curves
As an example, we can give an explicit formula for the motivic zeta function of a tamely
ramified elliptic K-curve E, in terms of the base change conductor c(E). We refer to [13, 5.4.5]
and [15, §8] for a table with the values of c(E) (equivalently, the unique jump of E) for each of
the Kodaira–Néron reduction types.
Proposition 8.7. Let E be a tamely ramified elliptic curve over K , and denote by e the degree
of the minimal extension of K where E acquires semi-abelian reduction. Denote by J the set of
integers in {1, . . . , ep − 1} that are prime to p and not divisible by e. In order to get uniformous
formulas, we introduce an error factor εk which equals zero for p = 1 and which equals one
for p > 1. We fix an algebraic closure Qa of Q, and denote by ξ1 and ξ2 the roots in Qa of the
characteristic polynomial Pσ (t) ∈ Z[t] of σ on TA.
Then e = τ(c(E)). If c(E) = 0 then Pσ (t) = (t − 1)2. If c(E) = 1/2 then Pσ (t) = (t + 1)2. If
c(E) /∈ {0,1/2} then Pσ (t) = Φτ(c(E))(t).
Moreover, if we put
SE(T ) =
∑
i∈J
(
1 − (ξ1)i
)(
1 − (ξ2)i
) L1+	c(E)i
T i
1 −Lc(E)epT ep ∈ MkT 
then
ZE(T ) =
[
BE(e)
] ·( Lc(E)eT e
1 −Lc(E)eT e − εk
Lc(E)epT ep
1 −Lc(E)epT ep
)
+ SE(T )
if E has potential good reduction, and
ZE(T ) = φE(e)(L − 1)
(
Lc(E)eT e
(1 − Lc(E)eT e)2 − εk
pLc(E)epT ep
(1 − Lc(E)epT ep)2
)
+ SE(T )
else.
652 L.H. Halle, J. Nicaise / Advances in Mathematics 227 (2011) 610–653Proof. The equality e = τ(c(E)) and the expressions for Pσ (t) follow immediately from Theo-
rem 5.5. If d is an element of N′ that is not divisible by e, then E(d) has additive reduction, so
that
φE(d) =
(
1 − (ξ1)d
)(
1 − (ξ2)d
)
by the trace formula in [29, 2.8]. This value only depends on the residue class of d modulo e,
since ξ1 and ξ2 are e-th roots of unity.
If d ∈ N′ is divisible by e, then φE(d) = 1 if E has potential good reduction, and φE(d) =
(d/e)φE(e) if E has potential multiplicative reduction [16, 5.7]. Now the formulas for ZE(T )
follow easily from the computation of ordE(·) in Proposition 7.5, and the expression for the
motivic zeta function in Proposition 8.3. 
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